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Description

Your binky is suddenly stuck in your mouth, your words become baby babble and your
diaper cannot be removed. You are stuck like this until you use your diaper - by making
piddles, messies, or stickies.

Intro

This file is intended for adults 18 or older, so if you are a minor, please stop the
recording and go elsewhere.

You are listening to another audio file from Champ. If you are here with me, then you
must want to be hypnotized. That means you are ready to spend some time in trance,
listen to my words, and accept all that you hear.

I cannot guarantee that you will go into trance as you listen to this file, but even if you
don’t immediately go into trance, it’s okay to pretend. Sometimes, as you are pretending
to go into trance, your subconscious will follow suit and before you know it, you may find
you have already entered a state of trance without even realizing it.

Before we begin, please make sure you are in a safe place where you can relax and
listen to my words uninterrupted. A reclining position is best, where you cannot roll or
fall over. Once you are situated, turn off any cell phones, lights, or anything else that
may distract you as you listen to my words. If you have a physical pacifier... you can
enhance your experience... by putting it in your mouth when you hear the chime...
[chime]... for an even greater effect... And if you don't have a pacifier, that's okay. You
can use your thumb... or even just imagine the pacifier in your mind's eye... If you need
time to prepare yourself to listen to my words uninterrupted, please pause the recording
and do so now. I’ll be here when you return. Are you ready to go into trance? Good.

Binky Induction

And now, let's begin. Let's begin to enter into trance. And you don't have to really do
anything at all to stay in trance except listen to my words, and follow along. And you
might find that you are very focused... or you can allow your mind to wander. Either way,
your subconscious will be listening. That's right, whether you focus deeply... or allow
your mind to wander... your subconscious can listen... listen to my words as you slip into
trance. Listen to my words and accept what it hears. Absorb all those suggestions as
you listen to my words and slip into trance.
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And now, I'd like you to picture your pacifier... picture it in your mind's eye... yes... that's
it... you can pick it up... feel its weight... imagine how it will feel... to suck on that
pacifier... so nice... so babyish... that's right... and you can smile if you like to think about
sucking your dummy... that's it... there we go... such a happy little binky sucker...

Yes, you can give a nice big baby smile... because you love your binky. Yes, your paci is
so nice to suck. It helps you focus on being little and happy. It helps you feel safe and
secure. Sucking on your paci can be so calming. Yes, you know just what time it is,
don't you?

[chime] That's right. Now is the perfect time to take your pacifier... and slip it into your
mouth... there you go...

And you can give it a nuk... that's it... feels so good... so relaxing to just... nuk on that
binky... that's right... and in a moment... I'm going to ask you to imagine... looking up and
seeing a big finger... the finger of a grownup... they're holding it up... standing above you
and smiling as you suck your dummy...

Go ahead and focus on that finger. Focus on every little detail of that finger that you can
imagine. How it looks. How far away it is from you. Just focus right on that point,
concentrating as hard as you can. And you might notice that everything else begins to
fade away as you focus on that finger. And the harder you focus, the more other
thoughts and sensations begin to fade away into the background as you focus on that
finger and suck on your pacifier... You might not even notice how much time has passed
while you focus, or how much mental energy you've expended focusing on that finger.

And it's perfectly natural for you to begin to get a little sleepy as you continue to suck
your dummy and stare at that finger. Sleepier and sleepier as you devote all your mental
energy toward that one point as it comes to point at your pacifier.

That's right, imagine that finger pointing right at the button of the sleepy baby's binky
which is in your mouth right now. That finger could reach your pacifier in a matter of
seconds, but the grownup is going to take their time as they slowly extend their arm
toward your binky, stretching it out as you continue to focus so hard, fighting to keep
those sleepy little eyes open.

And you can keep those eyes focused on that finger the whole time as it comes closer
and closer even as you get sleepier and sleepier. And the closer it gets, the closer you
are to using all of your mental energy. The closer it gets, the closer you are to falling into
a nice deep trance.... Deeper and deeper... as you watch that finger approach. Closer
and closer... to falling asleep... in a nice deep babyish sleep... Knowing that the moment
that finger reaches the little mute button on your pacifier, you'll drop deeply, deeply into
trance. Keeping your eyes on that finger as it heads towards that pacifier now as we



count down... Knowing that the finger will reach your pacifier when the countdown
reaches zero.... allowing yourself to drop when that happens. Dropping completely into
trance when the countdown reaches zero as the finger reaches your binky button and
you drop into a nice deep sleep. Very good.

[10. 9. 8. 7. 6. 5. 4. 3. 2. 1. 0.]

Body

And here you are. And you know why you are here, don't you? Yes, You are here
because you're a binky sucking baby...

[3x] and when you hear the chime again... you may notice... that the binky is stuck in
your mouth... [chime] that's right... and with each chime.... you find it easier and easier
to believe... that the binky is stuck in your mouth... and it's not coming out... [chime] Yes,
the more you try to stop... the more you just continue to suck your dummy... the more
you try to take it out.... The more you find that you just want to... keep it in...

[stuck binky subliminals: I'm a binky sucking baby... I love my pacifier... I need my
dummy... it's stuck... I can't take it out... I don't want to take it out...]

[3x] And as the pacifier, binky, the dummy... remains in your mouth... moment by moment...
you can begin to realize... it's affecting your tongue... affecting your speech... your words are
quickly becoming... baby babble... Yes, that's right... and the moment you hear the chime...
you realize... that the sounds you are making... are nonsense... [chime] in fact... it's getting
very easy to notice... that your words are complete baby babble now... and the more you try
to speak... the easier it can be to realize... that you sound like a big baby and you can think
about just how that feels... to know... that the pacifier is stuck in your mouth... and has you
babbling like a baby... and you can only speak baby babble now... how does that feel? maybe
it makes you feel... a little blushy... but for some reason... you might just notice... you're
smiling...

[stuck binky + baby babble subliminals:... I'm a babbling baby... so silly and babyish... a big
babbling baby... ba ba ba.... Ga ga ga... goo goo ga ga, little one... that's right....]

[3x] And while you were speaking baby babble... you probably didn't notice the third and
final effect of this very special pacifier curse.... And it's about your diaper... suddenly you
realize... that you are in a diaper... and your diaper is completely secure... in fact... it's so
secure... that when you hear the chime... [chime] you realize you are stuck like this. That's
right. You're stuck in diapers... because while you were noticing just how stuck that pacifier
was... and just how babyish your babbling became... your diaper was becoming more
secure... And whether your diaper is fastened by tapes... or diaper pins.. or whatever else...
you can now realize that this diaper is secured on you... until further notice...



[stuck binky + baby babble subliminals + secure diaper subliminals: you're stuck in your
diaper... diaper secured.... I can't take it off... I'm stuck in diapers... crinkle crinkle... I'm a
good diaper butt...]

[3x] Congratulations! Your pacifier curse is complete! And you can suck on your dummy,
babble like a baby and wear your diaper forever! Of course, there is a way out, but you
probably don't want to know about that, do you... what's that? You do want to know? Well,
since you've been such a good little binky baby, I guess I can tell you... yes, there is always a
way out... for a price. Not to worry, though. It's actually something quite fun, something you
were meant to do... you see... this curse will only last... until you use your diaper - by making
piddles, messies, or stickies. Which one? It could be one... it could be all three... it all
depends on the desires... of the listener... and whoever is responsible for getting the listener
to listen to this cursed file... it's hard to say for certain... the only way to find out for sure... is
to try it.... So go ahead and give it a try... try using your diapers... I'm sure you'll be able to
figure out how to get out of this eventually... Good luck finding out, binky breath...

[I need to make piddles, poopies, or stickies... piddles poopies or stickies... piddles, poopies,
stickies...]

End

On the count of five, you will awaken from your nice relaxing trance feeling alert and
refreshed. One …beginning to regain your normal awareness…Two… becoming more
aware of your body, lying in a relaxed position… Three… becoming more aware of your
breathing, and where you are… four… feeling so, so good as you finally come back
on… 5. All the way back, refreshed, and alert. I hope you enjoyed your time with me,
and I hope you return to listen again soon. Goodbye now.


